Beowulf’s
great guide
for Monster
Slayers

Weaponry
In order to be a monster slayer, you have to have all
different weapons in order to slay any monster although
you need to take care of them and sharpen to make it
work.
Sword-The sword can’t destroy anyone [like all
weapons] unless you sharpen it using an anvil and a flat
piece of stone that happens two times a week. It can know
be used to kill a dragon, black witch as well as cut a goblin
skull.
Spear– The spear can be used if you sharpen it with a
bucket of lava underneath with the spear above it then get
coal and bang it on the head of the spear then that
sharpens it. When you have sharpened it
You need to put the head in water to clean it scrub it
with stone pointy or flat then you can kill a three handed
monster ,goblin and a demon.

Armour

You will need armour to protect and
help you in battle as well as it must be
5cm thick that fits you. The armour
can’t be normal it has to be crafted by a
white witch and enchanted with a demons
skull and a sparrow’s bone. Soon you
will need to wash it so don’t use water
encase you scrub the enchantment off so
you use a wet dragons tong.

Preparing for battle
To get ready you will need to either send
a letter to your parents or tell them in
person that you may die and if not you
will probably be covered in bruises. If
you want to succeed you will need a good
sleep and a big breakfast. Make a great
big back pack then pack food and water
plus get a belt to put all your weapons
in.

Strategy
You must have a plan to kill the monster you
will be facing by either surprise, ambush or
stealth. If you chose surprise you will
probably hide and sneak up behind it and slay
it. If ambush you will come face to face and
lit it try and hit you then find a way to
distract it and take the monster down. Last
but not least stealth you will need to keep low
and be fast and when it gets its hands down
you cut them off with your weapon then when
it can’t attack you go for the heart and slay it.

Beasts you may
encounter
The beasts you will encounter are
either a goblin, dragon, three handed
monster, demon or some black witches.
If you do encounter these beasts then
make sure you read the rest of the
guide.

Taking care of your self
If you flow into danger such as
volcanoes, stampede of bulls and
even pit traps set by clever
monsters. If so you need equipment
like ropes, water, speed and maybe
pickaxes to climb out of pits with
the rope too small to use.

Battles How to choose
your and secure your
rewards
Monster slaying is hard so some
monsters aren’t worth it because there
either too hard to beat or you’re not
sure they will give the reward they
promised. so only do it for the people
you trust and maybe try on the little
goblins first to get better at monster
slaying.

